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Abstract: - 
This project shows how we can eliminate the threat of password cracking by rainbow table. In this project we had made 

an encipher which encrypts our message or password in such a way that it becomes impossible to make a complete 

rainbow table for it which thus protects us from rainbow table attack used by professional hackers to crack the password. 

The encipher encrypts our message such that a different hash value is created every time, even if you encrypt the same 

message more than one time.  
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INTRODUCTION  

The current authentication system which asks for the password and user name for authentication while logging into a 

system is our current front line of defence against any intruder who has the physical access to the device. A lot of work is 

done in this field about how the system database should store the login credentials of different user so that an intruder will 

not be able to determine the passwords even if he get access to the file of database in which the login credentials are 

stored.  

 

Today's login authentication system suffers from a major vulnerability of the possibility of rainbow table attack because 

for a unique password the hash created every time is same, this gives the hacker the possibility of making a rainbow table 

and checking any given hash against it.  

 

1.1. EXISTING TECHNIQUES  

1.1.1. LM Hash  

LAN Manager [1], or LM, is an authentication protocol designed (at its time) to maximize password security in a Windows-

based environment. The LM protocol was first used in Microsoft's LAN Manager Product a very long time ago and is still 

the authentication protocol of choice for older operating systems, such as Windows 95 and Windows NT 3.51 and earlier.   

  

1.1.2. NTLM Hash  

Later, when Windows NT was introduced, LM was enhanced and renamed the NTLM [2] authentication protocol.  NT 

LAN Manager (NTLM) is the Microsoft authentication protocol that was created to be the successor of LM. NTLM was 

accepted as the new authentication method of choice and implemented with Windows NT 4.  

  

The creation of an NTLM hash (henceforth referred to as the NT hash) is actually a much simpler process in terms of what 

the operating system actually does, and relies on the MD4 hashing algorithm to create the hash based upon a series of 

mathematical calculations. After converting the password to Unicode, the MD4 algorithm is used to produce the NT hash. 

In practice, the password “PassWord123”, once converted, would be represented as  

“67A54E1C9058FCA16498061B96863248”.  

  

MD4 is considered to be significantly stronger than DES[6] as it allows for longer password lengths, it allows for distinction 

between uppercase and lowercase letters and it does not split the password into smaller, easier to crack chunks.  

  

1.2. EXISTING ATTACKS  

There are various attacks used by hackers to break into  

Windows. Some of them are described below:-  

  

1.2.1. Guessing Attack  

Any attacker attempting to find credentials by guessing likely passwords can be considered a guessing attacker. As the 

name suggest in guessing attack, the guessing attacker uses a series of password guesses to break into the user’s PC. 

Attackers research the targeted user to enhance their guessing strategy. This attack usually consist the name of user’s 

family member, date of birth, phone number and other general information.  

A well-designed verifier can easily limit the Guessing Attack. A well-designed verifier will employ rate-limiting 

techniques to limit the number of guesses which can be made, for example by limiting the number of authentication 

attempts[3] in a given time period, forcing a user to reset his or her password after too many failed attempts. Android 

phones password lock is a good example of well-designed verifier.  

Windows doesn’t employ well-designed verifier. Thus in Windows system the guessing attacker can try as many 

passwords as he want. Dictionary attack is an advance version of the Guessing Attack.  

  

SUCCESS RATE       :   LOW   

PROCESSING TIME:   LOW  

POPULARITY        :   LOW  

  

1.2.2. Brute Force Attack  

Brute Force consists of systematically checking all possible keys or words until the correct one is found. In the worst case, 

this would involve traversing the entire search space.  This method is very fast when used to check all short passwords, 

but for longer passwords other methods such as the dictionary attack are used because of the time a brute force search 

takes.  

  

Cane and Abel [7] is a well-known Brute force tool for Windows that requires the hash value from the SAM. When 

targeting multiple users at same time the Hacker usually use reverse brute-force attack. In a reverse brute-force attack, a 

single (usually common) password is tested against multiple user-names or encrypted files. The process may be repeated 

for a select few passwords. In such a strategy, the attacker is generally targeting a large number of non-specific users. It 

then generates and compares the hash value of all the possible keys or password until the correct one is found out. Today 

two emerging technologies have proven their capability in the brute-force attack of certain ciphers. One is modern graphics 

processing unit (GPU) technology; the other is the field-programmable gate array (FPGA) technology.  
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SUCCESS RATE: HIGH   

PROCESSING TIME: ULTRA HIGH (YEARS FOR  

LARGE PASSWORD)  

POPULARITY: MEDIUM  

  

1.2.3. Dictionary Attack  

A dictionary attack uses a targeted technique of successively trying all the words in an exhaustive list called a dictionary 

(from a pre-arranged list of values).In contrast with a brute force attack, where a large proportion key space is searched 

systematically, a dictionary attack tries only those possibilities which are most likely to succeed, typically derived from a 

list of words for example a dictionary (hence the phrase dictionary attack). Generally, dictionary attacks succeed because 

many people have a tendency to choose passwords which are short (7 characters or fewer), such as single words found in 

dictionaries or simple, easily predicted variations on words, such as appending a digit. However these are easy to defeat. 

Adding a single random character in the middle can make dictionary attacks untenable. Unlike Brute-force attacks, 

Dictionary attacks are not guaranteed to succeed.  

 Popular tools that are used for carrying out Brute-Force Attacks are Brutus, Cain and Abel, Crack, Aircrack-ng, John the 

Ripper.  

  

SUCCESS RATE      :   HIGHLY  DEPENDANT  ON  

DICTIONARY   

PROCESSING TIME:   MEDIUM OR HIGH DEPENDANT ON  

DICTIONARY   

POPULARITY        :   HIGH  

  

1.2.4. Rainbow Tables  

A rainbow table is a pre-computed table for reversing cryptographic hash functions, usually for cracking password hashes. 

Tables are usually used in recovering a plaintext password up to a certain length consisting of a limited set of characters. 

It is a practical example of a space/time tradeoff, using less computer processing time and more storage than a brute-force 

attack which calculates a hash on every attempt, but more processing time and less storage than a simple lookup table 

with one entry per hash.   

  

Tools which are used to carry out Rainbow Table attack are Ophcrack and Herin’s Boot.  

 SUCCESS RATE      :   HIGHLY DEPEND ON PRECOMPUTED TABLE   PROCESSING TIME:   LOW  

POPULARITY           :   AMAZINGLY HIGH IN WINDOWS   

  

2. DRAWBACKS OF EXISTING TECHNOIQUES  

There are various major weaknesses in the NTLM [4] hashes currently used by Microsoft in Windows 7, XP, Vista which  

are given as follows:-  

• NTLM can use a maximum of 14 characters to create its stored hash. These 14 characters are split into two seven-

character strings. Crypto-graphically, it is reasonably easy to brute force attack [5] two seven character strings with 

modern computers.  

• NTLM cannot use lowercase letters. It converts all lowercase letters to uppercase before creating the hash. This reduces 

the character set for the password, making brute force attacks far more likely to succeed.  

• The hash algorithm used to store passwords became well known. That allowed attackers to guess users' passwords by 

running password guesses through the hash until the result matched the result stored in the SAM. Because the algorithm 

remained constant, large libraries of hashed passwords could be stored and used to quickly attack a SAM.  

• The created hash for a unique password is unique and not many hashes for a single unique password are created.  

  

With this being the case, it is possible for an attacker to generate what are called rainbow tables. Rainbow tables are 

actually tables containing every single hash value for every possible password possibility up to a certain number of 

characters. Using a rainbow table, you can simply take the hash value you have extracted from the target computer and 

search for it. Once it is found in the table, you will have the password. As you can imagine, a rainbow table for even a 

small number of characters can grow to be very large, meaning that their generation, storage, and indexing but once they're 

out there, every attacking computer can leverage those tables to make their attacks on hashed passwords that much more 

potent. The smallest rainbow table available is the basic alphanumeric one, and even it is 388 megabytes. Even that 

smallish table is remarkably effective.  

 

3. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE  

3.1. Project Design  

The design of our project is very simple. It consists of two text boxes; first textbox is for giving an input text which can 

either be a plaintext or a cipher text and in the second textbox the output is generated which is a cipher text during 

Encryption Phase and a plaintext during Decryption Phase.   
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Figure 1 Design and Components of the Project 

  

3.1.1 Working of the Project as a whole  

 
Figure 2 Block Diagram for the working of the Project 

 

From the above block diagram we can see that our project consists of various phases which includes Initialisation phase, 

input plaintext to be encrypted, then mapping is done which creates a cipher text.  

Then during decryption phase the cipher text is converted into Original plaintext which was entered by the user by reverse 

mapping.  

  

3.1.2. Initialisation Phase  

 
Figure 3 Initialisation Phase 

 

From the block diagram given above it is clear that when the program is started and goes in its initialisation phase it 

shuffles the sequential (alphabetical) Chinese character Array to create a shuffled Chinese character Array according to 

which the one-to-many mapping is done during the encryption phase. This shuffling of the array is done by treating each 

character in the array as a separate entity just like a shuffling a deck of cards. After the shuffling of the Chinese array, a 

Chinese character set or block of fixed size is extracted from this shuffled array and is allotted to each English alphabet 

character.  

  

3.3. Mapping  

A mapping in the scope of this project is a mathematical relation such that each ASCII character is associated with a 

Chinese character. This mathematical relation is one to many in nature that is for every ASCII character a Chinese 

Character set of fixed size is allotted at the time of initialisation and then from this character set, only one Chinese character 

is chosen at random. After that the ASCII character in the password is mapped to this chosen Chinese character. This 

random choosing of Chinese character is done for each ASCII character in the password and the set for each ASCII 

character in the password is different.  This mapping algorithm ensures that an ASCII character is mapped to a different 

Chinese Character even if that same letter is encrypted again because it is picking up random character from the fixed set 

allotted at the time of initialisation. That means unique hash or cipher text is created even if the same password is encrypted 

twice.  
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Figure 4 One To Many Mapping of characters 

  

3.4. Encryption Method  

 
Figure 5 Encryption Phase 

 

In this phase the password that is to be encrypted is fetched from the input text box and then according to the shuffled 

Chinese Character Array the mapping is done to generate a unique cipher text in the output text box even if the same 

password is encrypted again. The speciality of this algorithm is that for the same password different hash or cipher text is 

created even if it is encrypted more twice and not a unique hash which shows one to one relationship between the plain 

text character and cipher text.   

  

  

 
Figure 6 Plaintext "123456" encrypted 1st time 

  

 
Figure 7 Plaintext "123456" encrypted 2nd time 

  

 
Figure 8 Plaintext "123456" encrypted 3rd time 
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3.5. Decryption Method  

  

 
Figure 9 Decryption Phase 

 

In this phase the cipher text is fetched from the input text box and then the original password is generated in the output 

text box of the application. This original password is generated by doing the reverse mapping of the cipher text. When the 

program is started again the initialisation phase is performed and then the Chinese Character Array is shuffled again. This 

shuffled Chinese Character Array generated now is different from the one created before. That means the allotted Chinese 

character set of fixed size is also changed and then from that fixed size character set a Chinese character is chosen at 

random. Now the mapping of the alphabet character in the password is done to that selected Chinese character.  

  

 
Figure 10 Decryption of Cipher text generated 1st time 

  

 
Figure 11 Decryption of Cipher text generated 2nd time 

  

 
Figure 12 Decryption of Cipher text generated 3rd time 

 

4. IMPLEMENTATION  

All the phases of our poject are implemented in Java Programming using the NetBeans IDE. All the Chinese Characters 

are represented by using Unicode, which is a computing industry standard for the consistent encoding, representation and 

handling of text expressed in most of the world's writing systems that provides 110,000 characters which is far more than 

the ASCII encoding which is limited to only 128 characters. In this project we are using Chinese characters which range 

from 3000-4000 in numbers. So by  

such a large set of characters we can create a unique hash  

  

Now phase wise details of the implementation are given below.  

  

4.1. Initialisation  

In the initialisation phase two things happen:  

• Shuffling  

• Allotment of Chinese character set  

 

4.1.1. Shuffling  

The shuffling algorithm randomly permutes the specified list using a default source of randomness. What it does is that it 

traverses the list backwards, from the last element up to the second, repeatedly swapping a randomly selected element into 
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the "current position". Elements are randomly selected from the portion of the list that runs from the first element to the 

current position, inclusive.  

 

4.1.2. Allotment of the Chinese Character Set  

From the shuffled Chinese array we allot the first N characters to an ASCII character “a” then the next N characters to the 

alphabet “b” and so on up till “z” and capital letters and numbers. This thing is implemented with the help of indexing of 

the array and let’s say for example N=5. The indexing starts from 0 to access the first element in an array so we take the 

Chinese characters between 0 to 4th  index from the shuffled Chinese Character array and then allot it to “a” ,then the 

Chinese characters from 5th to 9th  index of the shuffled array is allotted  “b” and so on. This allotting is done for capital 

letters and numbers as well.  

  

4.2. Mapping   

In mapping we take a random Chinese Unicode character from the set that was allotted to each ASCII character in the 

initialisation phase and then replace the encountered ASCII character in the password with that randomly selected Chinese 

Unicode character. This means that if multiple a’s are present in the password to be encrypted it may or may not map to 

the same Chinese Unicode character as the previous “a” in the password. This ensures one to many relations of the 

characters.  

  

4.3. Encryption  

After the random character that is chosen from the set allotted to a alphabet or number has been calculated then that 

alphabet or character is replaced with the random Chinese character. Then at last the output is generated in the output text 

box.  As the Chinese characters are there in the cipher text hence Unicode is used in order to implement it programmatically 

as told earlier.  

  

Algo -1:  UNICRYPT- Encryption  

1) Choose a Plaintext password P(P1P2…..Pn) of length n.  

2) If n is less than 32 characters in length then pad it with spaces to make the 

total length of 32 else if n is equal or greater than 32 no padding is needed.   

3) Now our string password to be encrypted is P + padding.  

4) If padding is there then replace (32-n) padded spaces ,where n is the length 

of the password provided by the user with (32-n) random Chinese characters 

from a predefined set of 50 Chinese characters C1,C2,……C50.  

5) Now the padding portion of our string has been encrypted.  

6) Now for each Pi in P we assign 1 random Chinese character Ci from a set of 

10 random Chinese Characters.  

7) Now our whole password has been encrypted.  

 

The number of possible permutation of cipher texts  

generated for a password of n length is given below   

  

For n<32  

 (50C32-n).(10n) possibilities of cipher text combinations  

  

For n>=32  

 10n possibilities of cipher text combinations  

  

4.4. Decryption  

In this phase the reverse mapping of the cipher text is done to get the original password. The reverse mapping is also 

implemented by the indexing. What we do can be understood by an example that if the index of the cipher text Chinese 

character is between the 0 – 4th index of the shuffled array or the index range of the set which was allocated for “a” or any 

alphabet or number then that cipher text will be replaced by “a” or that other alphabet or number and this is done for each 

cipher text character otherwise nothing is replaced. Hence we get the original password.  
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5. RESULTS  

5.1. Encryption Phase Results  

Table -1: Output Cipher Text of some most common passwords during Encryption Phase  
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5.2. Decryption Phase Results  

Table -2: Original Plain Text generated from decrypted Cipher Text    

 

 

 

 

6. CONCLUSION  

A new encryption algorithm is developed which encrypts the password in Unicode and eliminates the vulnerability of 

creating a rainbow table which leaves our system open to rainbow table attack. This project successfully eliminates the 

rainbow table attack which can be performed even by a novice hacker on Windows Users by producing a hash in such a 

way that it is unique even if you encrypt the same password more than one time. It can also be used in any other 

authentication system suffering from the same vulnerability of the possibility of rainbow attack.  
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